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COMET. DEVELOPED TECHNOLOGIES FACILITATE ACTIVATION

Abstract
The COMmercial Experiment Transporter (COMET) is a set of hardware and related
infrastructure used to support orbital experiments of the CCDSs and their
industrial partners.
During this year major support contracts were signed,
preliminary design reviews conducted, experiments selected for the first mission,
and long-lead items placed on order. Launch and recovery sites were selected.
Licenses for the launch vehicle, recovery system, and recovery operations were
filed by the contractors with the Department of Transportation. Critical Design
Reviews (CDRs) have identified several management and technical issues that must
be resolved before selecting a final launch date.
INTRODUCTION

The COMmercial Experiment Transporter (COMET) is directed at developing a
commercial space infrastructure within the United States.
Recently, efforts
within the U.S. to commercialize space have centered upon launch operations and
support of communications enterprises. However, surveys and market statistics
demonstrate a vast segment of space support infrastructure that remains
fragmented or, in some instances, non-existent.
In during 1990 and 1991, a team of contractors, and managers and experimenters
from the Centers for the Commercial Development of Space (CCDS) initiated the
COMET Program, a program aimed at developing a true commercial infrastructure
within the U.S. As a result, the COMET team will integrate eight or nine diverse
experiments into two coherent payloads and assemble these payloads in a 1800#
"FreeFlyer" during late 1992 - early 1993. A Conestoga vehicle will launch the
FreeFlyer into a nominal 300 nautical mile orbit and, after a 30-day mission, a
portion of the experiments will return to earth.
The FreeFlyer, a Service
Module, will continue to support the remaining experiments for a minimum of
another 100 days.
Experiments for COMET will be furnished by CCDSs and their industrial partners
are screened by the CCDS Payload Selection Committee and approved by NASA based
on their business plan and commercial potential.
Funding for COMET is made available by NASA's Office of Commercial Programs
through a grant to the Center for Space Transportation and Applied Research
(CSTAR) . CSTAR is a NASA CCDS and a not-for-profit firm incorporated under the
laws of the State of Tennessee.
The CCDS management team headed by CSTAR includes CCDSs at the University of
Alabama, Birmingham (CMC), University of Alabama, Huntsville (CMOS), the
University of Colorado at Boulder (BioServe), the University of Houston (SVEC),
and Texas A&M (CSP) The three selected contractors are EER Systems, Space
Industries, Inc., and Westinghouse.
PROGRAM KICKOFF

During COMET'S formulative stages, a frequent criticism was the lack of a single
contractor to be totally responsible for the program. Interfaces were held as
the technical challenge that would damn any other solution.
To attack this
perception, a kickoff meeting was conducted in early 1991. Key managers from the
three contractors (work area Program Managers) and their vice presidents, CCDS
Monitors, COMET Program Office, and guests from DOT and NASA attended.
It became evident hardware and approaches of the three companies were consistent
with program objectives and that interfaces among the three contractors were
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logical and traditional. To highlight potential problem areas, working
sessions were called. Sessions were based solely on interface points; theregroup
were
sessions for the Booster/Service Module interface, Service Module/Payloads,
Service Module/Recovery System, and Recovery System/Payloads.
COORDINATION AND MANAGEMENT ISSUES

Since the inception of COMET, the CCDS Monitors and Program Office recognized
requirement for close, frequent communication. A program decision was made the
to
minimize use of formal, face-to-face meetings.
Instead a
of
teleconferences, electronic mail, telefaxes, summary reports, actionmixture
item logs,
and target-of-opportunity meetings were instituted.
In addition to day-to-day, point-to-point coordination efforts practiced at every
level by the contractors and CCDSs, coordination for COMET employs:
1.
Weekly teleconferences between: (1) the Program Office
personnel and CCDS Monitors; (2) EER, Wallops Flight Facility,
the contractor Program Managers, and CCDS Monitors; and (3)
the six contract work area Program Managers.
2.

Monthly teleconferences between the COMET Program Manager and
senior personnel from each of the three contractors.

3.

COMET team participation in Design Reviews, and Quarterly CCDS
Directors 1 meetings are generally extended for a half day to
allow meetings between the Program Office and CCDS Management
Team.

4.

Weekly progress summaries provided by the Systems Engineering
contractor to all the COMET team.

PAYLOAD IDENTIFICATION AND SELECTION

Potential experiments identified during COMET'S initial activation were provided
to the first COMET Payload Selection Committee. While the mathematical summation
of needs was readily accomplished, a more detailed look at the
and
expected state of readiness was equally important in defining current
payload
complement. To assist in assuring payload compatibility, the Selection aCommittee
was composed of COMET team members and representatives from other CCDSs who are
active in experimental efforts in microgravity processing, materials processing,
crystal growth, earth sensing, and biomedical research.
With a target of Recovery System experiments weighing 300 Ibs. and Service Module
experiments totalling 150 Ibs., the current list of experiments includes:
Animal Autonomous Space Support Module (BioServe)
Plant Autonomous Space Support Module (BioServe)
Optically Nonlinear Organic Thin Films and Crystals in
Microgravity (CMDS)
Oxygen Atom Flux Monitors for Spacecraft (CMDS)
MDA Mini-Lab (CMDS)
Biomodule (Penn State)
Autonomous Rendezvous and Docking Experiment (SpARC)
PCG Monitoring and Control (CMC)
The Payload Integration contractor (SII) accomplished a quick-look assessment and
their recommendations were passed to the CCDS Monitor and the Program Office.
Their findings indicated that the compliment of experiments could be accommodated
on the first mission without violating the launch vehicle or FreeFlyer
constraints.
Based on the immature state of experiment readiness, such an
assessment was made with a great leap of faith1
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The interceding months saw a rapid build-up of Payload Integration activity. By
the time five months had passed, Payload Integrators had visited each Principal
Investigator and provided assistance in experiment design. Results of these
meetings were not one-sided. Insight into the particulars of footprint needs,
power profiles, interconnects, thermal interaction, and experiment commanding
needs were garnered as experiment design matured and fabrication began.
LICENSING ISSUES

EER's newly acquired Space Systems, Inc., had accomplished the first wholly
commercial launch mission from a private launch site on Matagorda Island, TX, in
the mid 1980 f s. The licensing of that first mission was fraught with stumbling
Since that first Conestoga flight,
blocks and bureaucratic dis-incentives.
implementation of the Commercial Launch Act did much to rectify the coordination
problems o£ the earlier "non-procedure" by establishing DOT as the single point
of coordination within the Government.
Recovery system licensing brought another aspect of spaceflight in DOT. It was
DOT'S desire to license both the Recovery System and its operation. Under their
dictum to protect public health and safety, such licensing was necessary. Space
Industries, the Recovery System and Services contractor, began initial interface
with DOT licensing personnel as part of their proposal process and increased
SII's level of activity after their contract award.
LAUNCH AND LANDING SITE SELECTION

Its axiomatic that the goals of COMET can be best achieved when a commercial
launch site and a commercial landing site become available within the continental
U.S. During the formulative stages of COMET, the CCDS Management Team discussed
the potential use of Hawaiian or Alaskan launch sites for the missions. Both
were eliminated from initial contention because of the logistics involved in such
an infant venture. Without need as a driver, a commercial landing site has not
surfaced.
The establishment of truly commercial sites will continue to be pursued
throughout the lifetime of COMET. Lacking such sites, an optimum selection of
launch and landing sites was an early consideration of both EER and SIX, the
launch and recovery system contractors, respectively.
OPTIMIZING COMET LAUNCH AND RECOVERY LOCATIONS

While an easterly launch from an equatorial launch site offers the greatest
velocity assist to the vehicle, the potential landing sites for a non-maneuvering
Recovery System launched from the equatorial site are minimal. An element of
orbital mechanics (actually spherical trigonometry) decrees that the inclination
of a satellite's orbit to the equator defines the north and south extremes of its
ground track. Thus, a non-maneuvering satellite (like COMET) will only be able
to land between the north and south latitudes that correspond to its inclination.
Easterly launches of an optimized launcher from the Cape will travel in an orbit
that has inclination of 28 degrees and will traverse the latitudes from 28
From WFF, a site at about 40 degrees
degrees north to 28 degrees south.
latitude, a similar launch results in an orbit of approximately 40 degree
inclination. The potential landing sites now include the greater part of the
southern half of the U.S. (see Figure 1.) Earlier recovery discussions included
the potential of landings on the White Sands Missile Range; however, these were
abandone4 when it was concluded that the orientation of the footprint would
extend beyond the usable range boundary.
Establishment of the relatively high inclination orbit made a landing at the Utah
Initial coordination with Range
Test and Training Range (UTTR) possible.
personnel led SII to the conclusion that the orientation of the range, its
location, relative to the COMET ground tracks, indigenous helicopter recovery
unit, instrumentation, and excellent experiment de-integration facility made it
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COMET Ephemer i s
40°& 28° IncI i nat ion

Figure 1

Launch & Landing Constraints

a good choice for COMET landing
location.
In July 1991,
UTTR's
Wendover Range located in the Great
Salt Lake Desert was selected as the
landing site for the first mission
(see Figure 2).
TECHNICAL PROGRESS

As might be expected in a quick-paced
program,
modifications
to
the
originally proposed designs of COMET
system hardware have occurred.
Most
have been driven by a desire to
optimize performance as the system
requirements became better defined, to
reduce costs, or to improve interfaces
Figure 2

Landing Sequence

with the other elements of the system. A
sketch of the COMET FreeFlyer in its
current orbital configuration is shown in
Figure 3.
Launch Vehicle

Figure 3

COMET'S FreeFlyer

The Conestoga configuration that will fly
the COMET FreeFlyer is a designated 1610.
It is composed of two Castor 4B's and two
Castor 4A's for the first stage, three
4B's for the second stage,
and TVC
equipped Star 48' s for the third and
fourth stages (see Figure 4).
Roll
control during the third and fourth stage
firing is provided by the Service Module's
cold gas thrusters.
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In keeping with the basic premise of
COMET , EER has maximized the use of
Castor
"off-the-shelf" hardware.
motors have been a bulwark in the
U.S.'s space programs, having been
Huntsville,
s
'
Thiokol
at
manufactured
AL, plant and used on the Delta
program since the early 1970 's. The
Castor 4B variant is the thrust vector
controlled version of this motor.
This specific motor was manufactured
for MAXUS, a MBB (Germany) managed
These motors have been in
program.
production for more than two years and
testing.
all
completed
have
Similarly, the Star 48 motors are
staples in the Thiokol fleet and are
MD,
Elkton,
s
'
Thiokol
by
provided
The thrust vector controlled
plant.
versions have not been flown, although
the TVC system has been used on the
Ground testing of
smaller Star 37.
the Star 48 with TVC will be
accomplished this spring.
Nose cones for the Castors, as well as
instrumentation and flight termination
are also
hardware,
(FTS)
system
provided by Thiokol and are identical
to those flown on Delta. A set of FTS
the
to
tailored
electronics,
Conestoga, will be used on COMET.
communications,
vehicle
Launch
attitude, and control systems will
take advantage of flight hardware
installed in the Service Module and
major
Of
System.
Recovery
significance is a single Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU) and upper stage Fl9Yr?
Conestoga Expendable Launch
be
will
that
system
control
attitude
Venicle
shared by the Service Module and
Software for the
Launch Vehicle.
booster flight control system and the booster flight computer is being prepared
under EER's contract while the propulsion interface is being provided through
Westinghouse and the Service Module computer.
Launch system computer power will be provided by personnel computers. These will
be located in the blockhouse and will be used for countdown control, telemetry,
and hardware checkout and monitoring. Little commercially-produced equipment is
available for launch pad operations.
Optimizing the Conestoga for a 50-inch diameter FreeFlyer necessitates
This will be provided by
fabrication of a new aerodynamic fairing (shroud).
TRACOR of Austin, TX, after ground testing is complete.
Service Module
The Service Module (see Figure 5) will provide the FreeFlyer with electrical
power, attitude control, thermal control for the Service Module, and command,
It will also provide the experiments in both the
control, and telemetry.
Recovery System and itself with data command, control, and telemetry.
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Thermal System
In its original design, the Service
Module was to provide thermal control for
itself and the Recovery System using an
ethylene glycol system. During the design
process,
an
ammonia-based
Capillary
Pumped
Cooling
Loop
(CPL)
became
available.
This
system
offered
advantages in thermal cooling capacity
and reduced microgravity disturbances.
The
major
disadvantage
was
its
sensitivity to contamination of the
system by moisture.
To simplify the
interface between the Service Module and
the Recovery System and to reduce the
chance of contamination of the thermal
system during mating of the two, the
Recovery System contractor chose to
install an independent CPL in the
Recovery System.
Attitude Control
Attitude determination and control will Figure 5 Service Module
be provided by classical systems.
Cold
gas thrusters, torque rods, and reaction
wheels will be used for control while
attitude determination will take advantage of a sun sensor, horizon scanner,
IMU, and a three-axis magnetometer. Control algorithms will be maintained in the
Service Module computer and will accommodate the multitude of modes demanded of
the FreeFlyer. These include launch, coarse pointing, solar inertial pointing,
re-orientation for Recovery System re-entry, and gravity gradient modes. This
hardware is sized, and its control logic is structured to maintain the (IxlCT5
g's) microgravity environment in which COMET will operate during its initial
mission phase. A lower level of microgravity is allowed during the maneuvering
required to deploy the Recovery System and during the gravity gradient phase of
any mission.
Communications
Unified S-band system will be used for communications with the Service Module.
This link will be routed from the spacecraft computer throughout the FreeFlyer
for experiment and housekeeping commands and status.
Both video and sensor
analog information will be digitized and multiplexed with already digitized data
for transmission to the Service Module computer.
Commanding requirements are identified by experimenters and the controllers
located in the COMmercial Payload Operations Control Center (COMPOCC). Again,
the structuring and collation of commands follow paths commonly used in
spacecraft commanding. When collated, time tagged commands are uplinked to the
vehicle and placed in spacecraft computer memory for execution.
Westinghouse subcontractors are providing a spaceborne communications system that
makes maximum use of hardware developed for and in use by currently active (onorbit) space programs. At the Service Module Critical Design Review (CDR) not
only were drawing and acquisition status reviewed, major segments of the
structure and communications system were available for inspection.
Power
Power conditioning and distribution for the FreeFlyer is consistent with designs
used in current space systems. Westinghouse is providing, through their
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subcontractor, a power system that is currently being used in vehicles which are
on-orbit and have a great deal of spaceflight heritage.
Deployable solar arrays are used to produce approximately 560 watts of orbitaverage power. With a system maximum requirement of 400 watts for experiments
and approximately 75 watts for housekeeping, sufficient reserve is available to
accommodate degradation due to time on orbit. The deployment mechanism is spring
driven with dampers and has been fabricated and tested in the Ig environment.
Additional testing is included in the checkout plan.
Recovery System
The Recovery System (see Figure 6)
will house 300 pounds of experiments
and provide protection to these during
Mission of the Recovery
re-entry.
System is planned for approximately 30
days, after which it will be reno
are
there
Since
entered.
consumables on the Recovery System,
its orbital mission is not spacecraft
of
function
a
rather
dependent but
experiment needs.
While on orbit, the Recovery System is
maintained in a quiescent microgravity
level by the attitude control system
in the Service Module. Similarly, it
draws power and communications through
umbilicles that connect the Recovery
System to the Service Module.

Recovery System Configuration

Figure 6

Recovery System

The Recovery System does house some FreeFlyer unique systems: a C-band tracking
beacon which will be used by WFF during launch and by the Utah Test and Training
Range during re-entry, and all systems necessary to complete the re-entry
It is the pressurized experiment
process, and the experiment container.
container (1 atm.) where the recoverable experiments are housed.
Thermal System
A Capillary Pumping Loop (CPL) is used on the Recovery System to provide
environmental control of the payload container. This system is not connected to
nor backed-up by the Service Module. The CPL system will maintain experiments
at 72 (+ 5)° F. Higher temperatures for individual experiments can be obtained
with heaters and insulation to these experiments.
Re-entry System
A Thiokol Star 13 retro-rocket is used to decrease orbital velocity of the
Recovery System to allow it to re-enter. The orbital milestones include: orient
the FreeFlyer for recovery about three hours before Landing (L-3), spin up the
Recovery System at L-40 minutes, separate from the Service Module at L-38, pass
through 300,000 ft at L-7 min., deploy chutes in this order: pilot, drogue, and
main by 20,000 ft above local ground level.
Features of the Recovery System include a fiberglass end cap and main body
(throw-away), weight of 1000#, Mercury and Gemini-like shape, and a deployable
air bag to limit landing loads to the experiments.
Orbital Operations
While on orbit, communications with the FreeFlyer and its experiments will be
A
provided by a COMmercial Payloads Operations Control Center (COMPOCC) .
schematic of the orbital operations support network is shown in Figure 7. The
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Figure 7

COMmercial Payload Operations Control Center

antenna and the operations center will be located in Webster, TX. The COMPOCC
will have three experimenter workstations on-site and can be linked to as many
as ten experimenters by land lines. In addition to digital data via telemetry,
video will also be available at the COMPOCC. Video data will be digitized and
compressed by the Service Module data system so it can be stored on-board as well
as transmitted to the COMPOCC. Both video and empirical data can be encrypted.
SUMMARY

This period was marked by rapid progress toward the primary purpose of COMET:
development of systems and infrastructure. During this period all design reviews
were completed, and selection of the major facilities that will be used to
support the program were concluded. A launch site at Wallops Island, an orbital
operations center at Houston, TX, and a landing site at the Utah Test and
Training Range were selected for the first mission.
Basic concepts of speed,
minimized formal standards and specifications, and firm commitments toward a
near-term first mission were formulated, agreed to, and implemented.
All
participants have worked with the necessary licensing and oversight organizations
at the facility, state, and federal level to define the necessary licenses,
assessments, and impacts.
The result of the first year's efforts led to the
conclusion that the systems are ready to enter into fabrication and assembly and,
based on current information, the first launch will occur before March 31, 1992.
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